AVIS AUX VOYAGEURS

MEANS OF PAIEMENT:
- Importation : obligation for all travellers to declare, to the customs, foreign banknotes if their exchange value ≥ 100,000 MAD. Obligation for the residents to sell foreign banknotes imported, whatever is their amount, to the authorized financial establishments within 30 days from the date of their importation.
- Exportation : obligation for non-residents to declare and justify, to the customs office of exit, foreign banknotes if their exchange value ≥ 100,000 MAD. Obligation for residents to justify, to the customs office of exit, foreign banknotes whatever is their amount.
N.B: The importation or the exportation of the dirham are tolerated within the limit of 1.000 MAD.

FOREIGNERS STAY IN MOROCCO: In accordance with the law 02-03 of 11/11/2003 concerning access and stay of foreigners in the Kingdom of Morocco, the irregular emigration and immigration, the subjects of countries who are exonerated of visa formality can stay in Morocco as tourists, for 3 months only.

TOURISM: For any claim in opposition to Tourism Department please contact us by:
Phone Green number: 0820 000 040 - or by Email at: call-center@tourisme.gov.ma